
Performance Proposal Application Form
StagEHd Festival 2023

Ross Bandstand at Princes Street Gardens, Edinburgh

Saturday 10 & Sunday 11 June 2023 (subject to funding)

StagEHd is inviting applications from solo performers and groups involved in theatre and the
performing arts to form the programme of StagEHd Festival 2023. For more information and
guidance on your application, please visit www.stagehdfestival.com.

Section One - Tell us about you / your company
If you are applying as a group or company, please nominate a lead applicant to be the
main point of contact with the festival organisers.

Lead applicant name

Performing company name (if different)

Primary postal address for company or lead applicant

Preferred contact email

Contact phone

Website

Social media handles

Supporting links (video / reviews)

Why do you / your company want to participate in StagEHd?



Section Two - Your performance

Please tell us a little bit more about your proposed performance / production.

Title of production

Writer / choreographer (or equivalent)

Synopsis (max. 70 words)
Please note, if selected the synopsis may be used in the programme and other marketing
materials.

Number and Breakdown of Performers
If still to be cast, breakdowns as written in the script or a rough guide of numbers will

suffice

Estimated Length of Performance
Recommended between 20 - 90 minutes

Proposed Set Pieces and Properties

Technical requirements
StagEHd will provide a general wash and basic stage amplification as standard. Any

additional technical requirements requested here are not final, and will be confirmed with

the StagEHd technical team before the performance.

Recommended age rating

How would you describe the show’s genre or style?

What will this work add to the StagEHd programme?



Section Three - We're just curious

This section has no impact on decision-making and is purely to help us understand how
StagEHd might adapt to better support local performance groups.

Does anyone within the cast, production, or creative team have access needs?

Are there any dates or times during StagEHd that your show would NOT be able to

perform?

Has this show been performed before or will it be going into rehearsal specifically

for StagEHd?

Will this show be a part of your company’s future season, a part of the Edinburgh

Fringe, and/ or another future festival?

When was your company/group established?

How would you describe your usual audience?

How do you usually market your shows?

Do you have a pool of volunteers you usually work with?

What venue(s) do you usually perform in?

Submit your application

Please submit your completed application before the application deadline on Friday 30
December.

The information shared in your application will be used solely for the purpose of
programming the StagEHd Festival and will not be shared with any third parties. Any
unsuccessful applications will be destroyed  within 12 weeks of the application deadline.
Successful applications will be kept on file for reference by the Festival organisers, and
destroyed within 12 weeks of the Festival closing.

Should you have any concerns about how your information is used please contact the
Festival organisers in the first instance, at stagehdfestival@gmail.com.


